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This year’s edition of the Vitrum fair will be the second important
appointment for Bimatech. Since its birth in February 2000, 
the company has always demonstrated to be a dynamic and innovative
company, and on this occasion it will be once again presenting 
its new machines and solutions for the operators of the glass sector. 
These include its new product range, integrated systems for 
the automization of work centres,
auxiliary systems for the reduction
of machine start-up time, and a
new web service.
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The new Technoedge 4,000 x 2,300
designed for large glass sheets
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nnovative since its recent birth in February
2000, Bimatech, based in Pesaro, in cen-
tral Italy, has now expanded its product

range with the introduction of its new models
of the Technoline - the Techno 2,300 x 4,000.
The Bimatech product range was initially rep-
resented by two basic models: Technoedge
1,500 x 3,000 NC work centre for polished,
shaped edges, and Technogroove1,500 x 3,000
NC work centre for straight-line and shaped cut-
ting, which were both presented at the Glasstec
2000 fair, in Düsseldorf, Germany.

INNOVATIONS
The innovation of this line is in the possibility

of offering clients NC machines with large-
dimensioned work tables of 2,300 x 4,000 mil-
limetres, together with a mobile overhead bridge
structure for a simple and fast loading of large
glass sheets onto the work surface, utilizing
both traditional and robotic loading systems. 

In fact, until now, all machine producers have
been offering large-dimensioned machines with
a fixed bridge structure, thus making the load-
ing and unloading of large glass sheets problematic.

Thanks to the specific background of its
designers and to the wide market knowledge of
its management, Bimatech has anticipated the
present needs of a mature and profoundly qual-
ified clientele as far as work centres are concerned.

In fact, today’s typical work centre operators
not only demand speed and quality in pro-
cessing operations, but, above all, the possibility
of automizing the same operations.

AUTOMATION
The automation of processing, however,

passes through a first fundamental phase, which
is the structural layout of the machine, which
must, starting from shape and dimensions, cor-
respond to the automation demands.

Bimatech’s 2,300 x 4,000 model has a par-
ticular layout, which is different from that of com-
peting machines. The front and back parts of the
machine are developed in relation to the longest
axis, which is 4,000 millimetres, enabling sim-
ple or double station loading, thanks to the
fact that the overhead mobile bridge does not
occupy the loading area, but remains in a pro-
grammed stop area. Obviously, the particular

structure of Bimat-
ech’s machines
allows loading and
unloading both
from the front and
the back of the
machine, thus giv-
ing more flexibil-
ity for its use.

INTEGRATED
SERVICES 

As mentioned
in the previous
paragraph, the
automation of the
production process
goes through sev-
eral phases, of
which the struc-
tural layout of the

machine is only the first. The second, just as
important as the first, is represented by the
presence of integrated “services” of the machine,
and that, when used in a programmed way,
make the machine autonomous, more trust-
worthy, and consequently more automatic.

Double lasers
One of the services that Bimatech was the first

to introduce, is the use of a double laser for the
measurement of the diameter and length of the
utensils managed by “Tools by Family”, the com-
pany’s new software. In fact, the possibility
of programming the measurement of utensils dur-
ing processing is a fundamental part of the
realization of an automated process.

Cooling
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The lasers used by Bimatech are of very
high quality, and are installed in the two corners
at the front of the machine, therefore generat-
ing a beam of light of 4,000 millimetres. This
enables utensil measurements using the whole
length of the beam, resulting in very fast meas-
uring time, as well as guaranteeing centesimal
precision along the whole length of the beam.
This feature, present only in Bimatech machines,
requests very little movement of the axes. 

Traditional technological systems oblige the
axes to be in the same position as the work
table, and therefore in the same position as the
measuring system, in order to carry out the
measurement of the same. This involves long
movements, which can be the full length of
the work table, and longer measuring times of
the utensils.

Thanks to this programmed measurement, it
is possible to keep the precision and wear of the
utensils under constant control, substituting
them automatically when they reach the limit
of their working life.

Thanks to the use of the Tools by Family soft-
ware, the Bimatech system enables the meas-
urement of utensils of any shape, starting
from a simple ball-end two-fluted mill to the
most complex profiles, such as OG, Triple
Pencil, and so on.

REDUCING SET-UP TIME
At the last Glasstec fair, Bimatech present-

ed a completely new idea, which is the appli-
cation of a laser projector for the rapid positioning
of suction cups and bores on the work surface.
This system has now been updated by the inser-
tion of other features and further improved in
its working speed for the projection of the
shapes of finished pieces and the simultaneous
projections of more work stations. 

The introduction of these features adds new
value by reducing machine tooling times. 

WEB SERVICE
Bimatech’s machines are a combination of

components, mechanics, electronics, pneu-
matics and software that must all be able to work
perfectly and at the same time, in order to
enable the complete machine to carry out its
work. Although in the heart of the manufacturers
there is always the hope that this will take
place anyway, in reality the machine may stop
or work badly for various reasons.

It is therefore at this point that clients need
the support of the manufacturer, and it is at
this point that the manufacturer must inter-
vene quickly to solve the problem in the short-
est time possible. Bimatech has decided to face
this situation in a less conventional manner, based
on the important use of the technology available
today, so as to offer its clients an efficient,
fast, and inexpensive post-sales service.

Understanding malfunctions
What makes an assistance service efficient is,

mainly, the ability to understand the causes of
the malfunction, and to indicate the answer
without the necessary presence of a technician
for an inspection. The technician’s presence, in
any case, is not always decisive because the lat-
ter does not always have the necessary instru-
ments and parts on hand at the time. A second
visit or a lengthy waiting period to receive the
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damaged part are, therefore, sometimes inevitable.
The final result is that the client has a long
machine shut-down time, involving unnecessary
production costs, as well as an invoice for tech-
nical assistance.

Solutions
Bimatech has decided to use prevention and

its new web service as solutions to this problem.
The company’s machines have been created
with continuous control systems for all their
functions, so as to anticipate each cause of mal-
function by signalling, or to intervene by means
of security systems, to prevent a malfunction from
degenerating into a mechanical breakdown. The
machine operator, thanks to clear and explicit sig-
nals, is in the position to understand and evalu-
ate each and every problem.

At the precise moment in which such problems
arise, the operator can get in touch with Bimat-
ech’s service and, by connecting to the compa-
ny’s website, can carry out complete machine mon-
itoring and identify the problem, indicating the
solution. All this can take place without the
presence of a technician.

If the problem regards the software, thanks to
this internet connection the updated versions
can be forwarded, thus restoring the functions,
otherwise the programs that do not work can be
downloaded to be analyzed and corrected by
Bimatech’s technicians, and then forwarded
again to the client.

In the case of a mechanical or electrical prob-
lem, by using Bimatech’s website and a web-cam,
the operator can receive indications on how to inter-
vene, demonstrating the same operations that a
technician is carrying out on a similar machine
located in Bimatech’s showroom. 

This new approach has an immediate result,
a more rapid solution to problems, more speed
in answering clients’ calls, and, last but not
least, a substantial reduction in costs of intervention
both for the clients and for Bimatech.

It is obvious that, if the nature of the mal-
function results in being excessively complex
for the clients’ technicians, Bimatech will send
its own personnel. Also, in this case the client
will benefit, since the intervention of the tech-
nician will be directed to the problem and will
take up only the time strictly necessary obviously
with the lowest possible cost.

CONSIDERATIONS
These are just some of the interesting ideas

that Bimatech will be presenting at the Vitrum
2001 fair. The company is confident that, as for
its standard 1,500 x 3,000 mobile bridge mod-
el presented at Glasstec 2000, which became a
reference point for competitors, the ideas men-
tioned in this article, as well as others which will
be presented during the fair should also see a
series of competitors’ ideas following in Bimat-
ech’s footsteps.

This, for Bimatech, is the confirmation that
its valid ideas are in the forefront, thus demon-
strating that innovation is a characteristic of those
who have the ideas and make their passion
become their profession.■

*Managing Director
BIMATECH - ITALY

Bimatech’s
web service
offers long-
distance
assistance,
which is all
the more
effective
thanks to
the use of
the web-cam
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